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Unheard
He communicates easily even though he
cant hear. Renie cant communicate at all
even though she can. Renie Lake is the
product of a broken home and of the
streets. She learned to be tough. After a
drug bust, Renies taken from her mother
and goes to live with her father. Life is just
as dangerous but in unexpected ways.
Then she meets Jan, who is deaf. He likes
her. At least he likes her for who he thinks
she is. Renies sure if Jan knew the truth,
hed be gone in an instant. Its too hard to be
honest when so much is at stake, but there
comes a time when Renie cant maintain the
lie any longer. Mature YA. Drugs,
violence. Originally published as Will The
Real Renie Lake Please Stand Up and aired
on television as Tough Girl.
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